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R ED AKTOR ALB E:R T P ILAT 

J. KOURIMSKY & J. KUTIL 

Pfispevel{ k luminescenci diamantil 

A Contribution to the Ltnuinescence of Diamonds 

Okole1n teto prace neni resit otazku puvodu luminescence diamantu. 
Autofi v ni ohteji pouze upozornit na urcite vztahy, ktere zjistili mezi 
krystalovyn1 tvar e:m diamantu, jejicih barvou a barvou luminescence 
v ultrafialovern svetle a stanovit procentualni zastoupeni jednotlivych 
barev lurninescence na CO nejvetsim poctu vzorku. K tomuto ucelu pronle
rili proto jednak vsechny diamanty ze sbirek mineralogickeho oddeleni 
Narodniho musea v Praze, jednak dimnanty, ktere behem delsi doby prosly 
Statnim ustavem pro drahe kovy v Praze. U diamantu z druhe skupiny 
nebylo ovsern mozno urcit ani naleziste, ani puvodni krystalove omezeni. 
Proto rna tato cast prace vyznam pfedevsim pro urcen1 procentualniho 
zastoupeni ruznyoh barev pi,;i luminescenci diamantu. 

Diamanty ze sbirek NarodnJho 1nusea 

Ve sbirkach mineralogickeho oddelen1 Narodnitho musea meli autofi 
k disposici celkem 179 lokalisovanych diamantu. Z tohoto poctu jsou jed
notlive oblasti vyskytu zastoupeny takto: 

Cechy 
Jihoafricka Unie 
Ltideritzova zatoka 
Belgicke Kongo 
Aljaska 
Brazilie 
Australie ~ · 

1 kus, 
50 kusu, 
·2 kusy, 
2 kusy, 
1 kus, 

107 kusu, 
16 kusu. 

V anglickem textu je uveden podrobny morfologicky popis vseoh teclhto 
diamantu i jejich luminescence. · 

Shrnutf vysledku pozorovanf na diamantech ze sbirek mineralogickeho 
oddelen1 Narodniho musea. Ze zaverecne tabulky c. 7 v anglicken1 textu 
jsou zfejme nektere zavislosti mezi morfologif krystalu a barvou lmni-
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nescence, Jez ovsem po studiu vetsiho mnozstvi materialu z jednot livych. 
lokalit bude mozno doplnit, prip. opravit. 

1. Bezbarve, bile a namodrale diamantv oktaedrickeho az rhombo
dodekaedrickeho habitu ze vsech lokalit lumlneskujf modre nebo jsou in
aktivni. Pomerne vzacne anomalie v luminescenci diamantu tohoto typu 
jsou zpusobeny zonarnosti (2 pffpady), v ostatnich pripadech jde o lumi
nescenci povrohovych necistot, nikoliv tedy o skutecne anomalie v lurni
nescenci. Zjisteni modre luminescence jako oharakteristicke pro diamanty 
tohoto typu jsou vcelku ve Erhode s pozorovanim sovetskycih autoru na 
diamantech ze sibifskych lokalit. 

2. Barevne dian1anty oktaedrickeho az rhombodcdekaedrickeho habitu 
lumineskuji vetsinou barevne, vzacneji jsou inaktivni (diamanty ihnedo
cervene az zlutohnede) a jen v jedinem prfpade (z Ltideritzovy zatoky) 
byla zjistena lun1inescence modra. Porovname-li barvu diamantu tohoto 
typu s barvou luminescence, dostaneme tyto vysledky: 

a) zlatozlute diamanty (Ltideritzova zatoka) lumineskuji zlutozelene nebo, 
modre, 

b) citronove zluty diamant (Ceohy) lumineskuje zlutooranzove, 
c) medove zlutave diamanty (Australie) lumineskuji oranzove, 
d) zlute diamanty z Belgickeho Konga lumineskujf ruzove, z Brazilie zlu

tozelene, zlute, rt1zove nebo zustavaji inaktivni, diamanty z Australie· 
1 umineskuji modrozelene, 

e) zlutohnede az hnedocervene diamanty (Brazilie) jsou inaktivni, 
f) zelene az zlutozelene diamanty (Brazilie) lumineskuji modrozelene az 

zlutozelene, 
g) ruzove diamanty (Brazllie) lumineskuji ruzove. 

3. Diamanty krychloveho habitu lumineskuji pravdepodobne barevne. 
Zjistena zluta luminescence zelenozluteho dimnantu z dolu Wesselton 
Mine a oranzova luminescence medove zluteho diamantu z Brazilie. Vzlhle
dem k mal2mu mnozstvi materialu (2 kusy) nelze zde delat definitivnf 
zavery. 

4. Bezbarve dvojcatn§ srostlice diamantovycih krystalu podle spine- -
lovelho zakona lumineskuji modre9 ohovajf se tedy obdobne jako vetsi cast 
bezbarvych jednoduohych krystalu. 

5. Barevne dvojcatne srostlice diamantovyoh krystalu podle spinelo
veho zakona lumineskuji pravdepodobne barevne. Na medove zlutych 
krystaleoh tohoto typu z Brazllie zjistena oranzova luminescence. Vzthle
dem k tomu, ze autofi meli k · disposici kry;:;taly tohoto typUJ2:0UZ8 Z jedl
neho naleziste, nelze zde delat definitivn1 zavery. 

6. Cyklicke srostlice diamantovych krystaltl podle spineloveiho za·
kona lumineskuj1 pravdepodobne barevne. Na medove zlutych krystalech 
tohoto typu z dolu VVesselton Mine zjistena oranzova luminescence. Vzhle 
dem k tomu v~ak, ze autor i meli k disposici krystaly tohoto typu prak
ticky pouze z jedineho naleziste, helze ani zde delat definitivni zavery. 

7. Skupiny diamantovych krystalu srostlych bez zretelne zakonitosti. 
zustavaji v ultrafialover.n svetle pravdepodobne inaktivnL 

8. Nepruhledne diamanty (napr. bort, carbonado) jsou vzdy inaktivnL 
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9. Nerovnomerny vyvoj diamantovych krystalu, af jiz jde o nerovno
merne krystaly tabulkovite nebo 0 krystaly extren1ne protazene ve smeru 
jedne z os, nema vlivu na luminescenci diarnantu. Tyto krystaly lumi
neskujf zcela shodne jako obdobne krystaly vyvinute rovnomerne. 

10. Ohaurnetuv nazor, ze intensita luminescence je umerna cistote 
diarnant ovyoh krystalu, nema vseobecnou platnost. Zda se, ze plati pouze 
pro nekter e naleziste (napr. dul Wesselton Mine) nebo pro nektere typy 
diamantovych krystalu z ruznycih lokalit. 

Brousene diamanty ze Statniho ustavu pro drahe kovy 

Je pomerne malo prad, UVadejfdch barvu luminescence V zavislosti 
na poctu me.fenyoh kamenu. Krome toho data o barve luminescence jsou 
znacne neuplna a vetsina autoru se spokojuje zjistenim, zde kamen lumi
neskuje, ci je inaktivnL 

Ke zjisteni pravdepodobneho rozlozeni barev pri luminescenci nebyly 
autory teto pnice vzaty za zaklad lokalisovane diamanty ze sb1rek Narod
niiho musea, protoze jejich pocet 178 kusu se nezdal byt dostatecny. Proto 
byly promerovany diamanty, ktere prosly behem del si doby Statnfm (Ista
vem pro drahe kovy v Praze. 

Celkem zde bylo promereno 6 461 diamantu brilantoveho brusu~ 1 581 
diamantu routoveho brusu a 729 prumyslovyoh diamantu. U prumyslovych 
diamantu a u rout, ktere byly casto mensich rozmeru, bylo nekdy obtizne 
urcit pouhym okem. barvu luminescence. Proto ve spornyoh pripadech byla 
mefeni provedena pod mikroskopem. Protoze tyto drobne kameny byly ve 
velke vetsine zasazeny do sperku a prumyslovych pfedmetu, nebyla pro 
routy a prumyslove diamanty rozlisovana intensita modre luminescence. 

z 6461 kusu briliantu bylo 58,78 OJo inaktivnicih, 19,53 OJo svitilo modre 
nebo silne modre, 16,79% slabe modre, 1,15 % modrozelene, 1,15 ~'0 zluto
zelene, 0,34 Ofo zlute, 1,63 Ofo oranzove, 0,53 :o/0 ruzove, 0,05 Ofo cervene a 
0,05 OJo bfle. 

Z 1581 rout svitilo modfe 13,79 0/o, modrozelene 2,02 OJo, .Zlutozelen-2 
1,33 % , zlute 1,77 OJo, oranzove 2,86 GAl, ruzove 0,51 Ofo a 77,72 0/o rout bylo 
inaktivnioh. 

Ze 729 prumyslovych diamantu svitilo 13,85 o;o modre, 0,27 Ofo modro
zelene, 0,14 °/o zlutozelene, 0,14 Ofo zlute, 0,27 Ofo oranzove, 0,14 Ofo rtlZOVe 
a 85,19 OJo bylo inaktivnich. 

z pozor ovanych barev nebyla dosud V literature popsana bHa a cer
vena barva luminescence, ruzovou pak popisuji pouze sovetsti autori (19) . 

Autori teto prace povazujf za milou povinnost podekovat kolektivu 
pracovnfku oddeleni cennostf Statn11ho ustavu pro drahe kovy, zejmena 
s. inz. L u d V i k u z a k 1 0 V i a s . L u d m i 1 e H a n z 1 0 V e za nevsednf 
ochotu, se kterou jirn pomahali pf i prmnefovani brousenycih diamantu. 
Dale dekuji s. inz. I v e Rous a rove za pomoc pri stanoven1 spektn1l 
n1ho charakteru ultrafialov2ho svetla obou pouzivanyoh lamp. 
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A Contribution to the Luminescence of Diarnonds 

Introduction 

On the luminescence of diamonds in UV light. Luminescence of dia . 
monds induced by friction or heating has been described as early as 1663 
by R. Boy 1 e. Later on, other methods of induction of luminescence have 
been discovered, such as the application of cathode rays, X-rays and of 
uv light. 

A number of opinions have been expressed concerning the origin of 
lu1T1inescence. P. P ring she i m (1,2) m.aintains that an adn1ixture of 
foreign elemetns may bring about luminescence; thus diamonds vvithout 
chemical admixtures should not luminesce. The san1e view is defended 
in the work of F. G. C h e s 1 y (3) who studied the luminescence of dia
monds frmn various localitieE: and the ad1nixture of various ele1nents by 
spectral analysis. 

R. R ob er t s on, J. J. F ox and A. E. Martin ( 4) showed that 
dimnonds might be divided into two types between which there are diffe
rences in various physical properties. This theory is further developed 
and completed by the work of C. V. Ram. an (5, 6) and of other Indian 
authors (7-10), of which the work of G. R. Rend a 1 (9) is devoted 
above all to the problem of the apparatus to be used for measuring the 
transmittency for UV light. Raman explains the differences in physical pro
perties on the basis of defonnations of the crystal lattice. 

B. M. B ish u i (11) expressed the view that the changes in physical 
propertie~ are caused by crystal deformations caused by trace admix
tures of foreign elements. R. J. C o 11 ins and H. Y. Fa. n (12) admit 
this possibility, as well. Approximately at the sarae time (1954) G. B. M. 
S ut her 1 and, D. E. B 1 a c kw e 11 and W. C. Si mora 1 (13) published 
the results of their measurements. Tlhey found that diamonds which lumi
nesce contain much more frequent admixtures of foreign elements than 
inactive ones. 

An important paper was published by G. 0. Go m on (14) who 
maintained :that Raman's classification of diamonds did not correspond 
to his measurernents. In conclusion he considers the explanation of Bishui 
(11) as more likely. 

In 1958 E. N. Bunting and A. van V a 1 ken bur g (15) published 
a study containing the results of investigation of 1100 diamonds mostly 
of smaller size (individual diamonds weighed between 25 and 50 mg.). 
They carried out a number of optical , electrical and other physical mesaure
ments. They also anlyzed several diamonds of both types (according to 
Robertson, Fox and Martin) and they found that the presence or absence 
of' any of the elements studied by them is not characteristic of either 
of the diamond types, as shown in Table 1, taken over from the authors' 
publications and summarizing the results of spectral analyses. 
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Table 1 

.--· ________ ,__,_,___ ..... - ~ 

I I <')oment I 
Type I Type II 

,__, '-- "-~ I No. 1 No. 2 No. 3 No. 4 No. 5 No. 5 

I Al I r -? T FT -? --? I I B T _, T vw 
I ea w w vw T ! 
I Cu I vw FT T vw FT FT I I Fe I T -? T vw T FT 

I I ~~ I 

T FT T vw T FT 
w w w i I sl vw FT T vw T 

--~~~ ! ' 
' 

In general the symbols indicate the following concentration ranges as parts per 
million oi metal in the diamonds: 

VV - 100 to 1000 ppm 
VW - 10 to lOO ppm 

T - 1 to 10 ppm 
FT less than 1 ppm 

- not detected 

The colour of dian1onds in UV light. Most dian10nds display colour 
Iur:_n.inescence upon irradiation with UV light. The va lues · of percent distri
bution of the individual colours and of tih2 number of inac tive dimnonds 
differ very widely. It is n.1ost ,probably caused by the fact that most 
authors did not emphasize the coJour of luminescence but rather the · 
fundamental question vvhether the stone luminesces in UV light and 
further the problen1 of origin of the individual diarnonds tested, as well 
as by the fact that most authors studied only a relatively small number 
of diamonds. 

R a 111 an (5) measured several sets of diamonds . Of 88 South African 
diar11onds from a heraldic jewel, illuminated with UV light of wavelengths 
between 3500 and 3900 A, 79 shone with a blue light od different intensities, 
5 shone with other colours than blue (blue-green, yellow-green and yellow) 
and 4 were inactive. Of 52 diamonds from the Indian state Panna., studied 
under identical conditions, 3 shone intesely blue, 12 markedly blue, 
21 weakly blue~ 14 very weakly blue and the intensity Gf lum,'inescence 
o.f the other 2 was not measurable. Of 29 other diarnonds frorn .Panna 
10 were of jewel quality, all of which shone v1ith a blue colour, and 19 
were industrial) some of which shone with a blue, others with a yellow
green or yellow colour. A part of them shone with blue and yellov1 colours 
in a mixture. B. W. And er s en (16) maintains that out of 100 diamonds 
10-20 will luminesce blue, 20 vveakly blue and about 2 yello·w. 

A c o 11 e c t i v e of Soviet authors (19) published data on 
diamonds from the large Siberian localities in the vicinity of the Vilyuy 
river. These diarnonds have a blue, and yellow luminescence or possess 
only a weak, not precisely definable luminescence or do not luminesce 
at all. Only very rarely a red, green or zonar lun1inescence could be 
observed. The percent participation of the individual luminescence types, 
as cited by the authors, differs considerably over the extensive locality. 
The paper on the luminescence of Siberian diamonds is especially in
teresting on account of the fact that the authors point out several rela-
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Map. 1. The 
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Diamond crystal from the diamond fi elds of Vilyuy River (accor ding to 1.9). 

tionships they found to exist between the crystal shape and the colour 
of luminescence. The colour of luminescence of diamonds is also taken 
·up in the papers of K. Sun and a B a i (7) and of L. F. C o 1 e and 
R. vV e b s t er 1(21). 

Results 

It is not the objective of this paper to solve the problem of ong1n 
of diamond luminescence. The authors only wish to call the attention 
to some relationships they found betvveen the crystal shape of diamonds, 
their colour and the UV luminescence, and to determine the percentage 
of the individual colours of luminescence on a maximum number of 
samples. For this purpose they used all the diamonds found in the 
collection of the Mineralogical Department of the National Museum in 
Prague as well as diamonds registered QY the State Institute for Precious 
Metals in Prague. ~lith the latter the locality and the original crystal 
form could not be determined. Therefore the corresponding section of 
the paper has only a limited significance, above all for the detennination 
-of percentage of the individual colours in diarncnd lurninescence. 
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For the determination of diamond lurninescence the authors used 
a mercury discharge tube Elmed Lumina U with a dark- blue filter and for 
the sake of comparison also a UV larnp with Wood's filter. On the basis 
of spectral analysis of the light from the t vvo sources, carried out on 
an ISP spectrograph in the laboratories of the State Institute for Precious 
Metals it was found that the maxhnum intensity of light lay between 3690 
and 3700 A. (Pl. XXXI. fig. 1). However, tihe two light sources differ 
considerably in the r ange of the ,,veaker intensity wavelengths. The first. 
lamp transmits weaker intensities all over the range betw·een 3340 and 
3950 A and some rays in the vicinity of 4050 A, the second larnp transmits 
a practically continuous radiation in the region of 3120-3900 A and sorne: 
rays in the region of 3030 A and 4050 A (Pl. (PI. XXXI. fig. 2). 

The colour and intensity of diamond luminescence in applying the· 
two larnps did not practically differ. In this property, namely that the 
luminescence in UV light of different wavelengths is practically identical, 
diamonds differ from a number of other minerals which luminesce with 
completely distinct colours at different UV wavelengths. 

Diamonds from the collection of the National ~!luseum. In the col
lections of the Mineralogical Department of the National Museum there 
were altogether 179 localized diamonds available. In this number the 
individual localities are represented as follows: 

Bohemia 
Union of South Africa 
Ltideritz Bay 
Belgian Kongo 
Alaska 
Brazil 
Australia 

1 specimen 
50 specimens 

2 specimens 
2 specilnens 
1 specim.en 

107 specllnens 
16 specimens 

In the following review each specirnen is described and its inventory 
number, size and colour of luminescence presented. With simple crystals. 
also the symbol of crystal type according to A. Fersman and A, Gold
schmidt (21) can be found. The following symbols (taken over from the: 
above authors) are used: 

A 1 
A 2 
A 1-2 

B 1 
B 4 

-
-

combination of 111 and 110 with 111 predominant 
combination of 111 and 110 with 110 predominant 
combination of 111 and 110 with equal participation of 
111 and 110 
con1bination of 111 and 110 with the 100 face 
combination of 111 and 110 with sunk areas in place of' 
the 100 faces 

D 1 crystals with the 100 face predominant 

During the morphological study only the habit of the individual 
crystals was ncted. Therefore those faces which do not determine the: 
crystal habit even if they are represented are not mentioned here (e. g . 
112, 223, 133 etc.). 
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Dlazkovice (SvV of Trebenice in the Bohemian MitteJgebirge )' 
The exact locality is not known as it was found during the grinding 

of the material remaining after separation of Bohemian garnet from the 
pits between Chrasfany and Pndsedice . (Cf. Map. 2, p. 194). 
No. 1. Rich lemon yellow, very imperfectly developed 111 with imperfectly marked 

faces 100 and 110. A detailed description is to be found in the papers by 
B. J e z e k (23, 2·1). 
Inv. no. 6712 size 4.13 X 2.63 mm., weight 0.0573 g. 
FG- B 1 
Luminescence: yellow-orange 
N.B. The first Bohemian diamond (PL XXXIX. row 1.) 

The yellow-orange luminescence observed in the diarnond frorn Dlaz
kovice in quite extraordinary. So far it has never been found in any dimnond 
under UV light and there is no such report in the existing literature. In 
detern1ining the luminescence the individual subjective point of vievv is 
to be considered to a certain degree. However, the authors of this paper 
have not found any silnilar lu.n1inescence in any case of the 179 in
vestigated ones in the National Museurn collections or in any of the 
8771 investiaated cut or idustrial diamonds. On account of the extra
ordinarv luminescence of the diamond from Dlazkovice and because of 
the fact that this is the first diamond ever found iD; Bohernia one of the 
authors devoted a special paper to this stone (25). 

Wesselton Mine (formerly Premier Mine near Kimberley, Union of 
South Africa) 
No. 2. Colourless, only slightly yellowish 111, with no corrosion marks. 

Inv. no. 6808 size 4 mm. 
FG- A 1 
Luminescence: blue 

No. 3. Colourless, only slightly yellowish 111, with little developed, coarsely striated 
110 faces. Only slightly transparent. 
Inv. no . 6811 size 4.5 mm. 
FG -- A 1 
Luminescence: blue 

No. 1. Colourless, only slightly yellowish to brownish 111, with black admixtures. 
The 111 faces are only minutely replaced by 110 ones. 
Inv. no. 6814 size 7 mm. 
Luminescence: marked blue 

No. 5. Colourless, only slightly brownish 111, with a yellow tinge. The 111 faces are 
partly replaced by corrosion coarsely striated 110 ones. 
Inv. no. 6809 size 3 mm. 
FG- A 1 
Luminescence: blue 

No. 6. White to bluish, slightly transparent 111, very heavily corroded. 
Inv. no. 6812 size 8 mm. 
FG- A 1 
Luminescence: blue 

No. 7. Perfectly coulourless 111, with a bluish luster. Edges are slightly spherically 
rounded. 
Inv. no. 6805 size 8 mm. 
FG- A 1 
Luminescence: marked blue 

No. 8. Colourless, only slightly brownish 111, with minute 110 faces, almost opaque. 
Inv. no. 6807 size 7.5 mm. 
FG- A 1 
Luminescence: in translucent parts blue, elsewhere inactive 
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No . 9. Colourles, only slightly greenish, opaque 111, vvith minute 110 faces, markedly 
rounded. The 111 faces are heavily corroded. 
Inv. no. 6801 size 8.5 mm. 
FG- A 1 
Luminescence : not detectable on account of opaqueness 

No. 10. Colourless, only slightly brow~1ish 111, surface corroded, with impurities 
and opaque. 
Inv. no . 6806 size 4 mm. 
FG- A1 
Luminescence: on the surface green-brown, otherwise inact ive 

~-----~-------·-------·--~--,------~---, 

Map. 2. The locality of diamond in t he Bohemian Mittelgebirge 
(according to J. Hi b s c h). 

No. 11. Colourless only slightly brownish 111. Due to heavy corrosion the 110 face pre
dominates at places; it is finely lamellar. The crystal is irregularly elongated. 
Inv. no. 6802 size 6.5 mm. 
FG- A 1-2 
Luminescence : marked blue 

No. 12. Colourless, only slightly brown-yellow 111. The 111 faces are at places markedly 
replaced by the 110 ones; they are coarsely striated. 
Inv. no. 6813 size 6 mm. 
FG- A 1-2 
Luminescence: blue 

No. 13. Colourless, only very slightly brownish 111. At places the coarsely lamellar 
face 110 predominates due to corrosion. 
lnv. no. 6903 size 6 mm. 
FG - A 1-2 
Luminescence: the inner part of the crystal blue, the surface yellow-green. 

No. 14. Colourless only :slightly brownish crystal with black parts. Combination of 111 
and 110. On account of a nonuniform crystal development the coarsely lamellar 
110 faces predominate at places. 
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Tnv. no. 6800 
PG- A 1-2 

size 6.5 

Luminescence: in most of the crystal blue, crystal nuclei orange (zonar). 
No. 15. Colourless crystal with bluish luster and black parts. Combina tion of 110 

and 111. The 110 faces are smooth, very considerably spherically rounded. 
i}.. non-uniformly developed crystal with marked faces only on one side. 
lnv. no. 6799 size 6 mm. 
FG- A 2 
Luminescence: marked blue 

N o. 16. Colourless, only s lightly yellowish, perfectly transpc:rent 110 with ~-u t any cor
rosion marks. 
Inv. no. 6810 size 4.5 mm. 
FG- A 2 
Luminescence: marked blue 

No. 17, Colourless, with black impurities, 110, only with minute 111 faces. Fac es coarsely 
lamellar by concretion lamellae along 111 plane. 
Inv. no. 6798 size 7 mm. 
FG- A 2 
Luminescence: blue light shining through. 

~~ =J. 18. White, only slightly brownish, fairly impure 111, with a minute 100 face, devoid 
of any etching marks. 
Inv. no. 6817 size 3 rnm. 
FG- A 1 
Luminescence: weak blue 
N.B. Combination of 111 and 100 without 110 is very rare. 
Fersman and Goldschmidt did not find any. 

No. 19. Yellow- green very imperfectly bounded 100, heavily rounded. 
Inv. no. 6804 size 6 mm. 
FG- D1 
Luminescence: intense yellow 

No. 20. Honey-coloured, imperfectly bounded cyclic t;.vin according to the spinel law. 
Inv. no 6809 size 4 mm. 
Luminescence: orange 

No. 21. Rich honey-coloured rounded fragment of an imperfectly bounded cyclic twin 
according to the spine! law. 
Inv. no. 6816 size 5 mm. 
Luminescence: intense orange 

No. 22. Rich honey-coloured rounded fragment of an imperfectly bounded cyclic twin 
according to the spinel law. 
Inv. no. 6816 size 3.5 mm. 
Luminescence: intense orange 

No. 23. Rich honey-coloured, imperfectly bounded and rounded cyc lic twin according 
to the spine! law. 
Inv. no. 6816 size 3.5 mm. 
Luminescence: intense orange 

No. 24. Cluster of several violet translucent crystals, bounded by 111 faces. Crystal 
edges are partly spherically rounded. 
Inv. no. 6815 size 4.5 mm. 
Luminescence: inactive 

No. 25. Fragment of a cluster of several violet translucent crystals with predominant 
111 faces. 
Inv. no. 6815 size 4 mm. 
Luminescence: inactive 

Sun11nary of the results of the study of luminescence of diamonds 
from the Wesselton Mine (Nos. 2-25). The studied diamonds from the 
VVesselton Mine can be divided according to their luminescence and crystal 
form into the following four types: 
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1) Crystals of octahedric ranging to rh·Jrnbododecahedric habit; 
2) an imperfectly bounded crystal of cubic habit; 
3) irnperfectly b·ounded cyclic twins acco·rd_ing to the spinel lavv; 
4) in1perfectly bounded aggregates of more octahedri.c crystals 

\Vithout any apparent regular concretion. 
Type 1. is the tnost comrnon type of dia:mond crystaJs in general and 

at the same time represents the most frequently occurring form in the 
V.Jesse~lton ~v1ine locality, :just1 as in all South African localities. Crystals 
·with predominant octahedric faces (111) are especially characteristic of 
South African localities (type A - 1 according to Fersn1an and Gold
sdunidt) whereas crystals with predominant faces of rhmnbic dodecahedron 
(110) are iess frequent (type A --· 2). Striated 110 faces originate here 
according to the two cited authors through corrosion of the original octa
hedron (111). The participation of the two groups a.n1ong the diarnonds 
tested here is in full agreement with these data. Of a total of 16 sped1nens 
(nos . 2-17) 9 crystals have an octahedric habit (nos. 2--10), with 4 crystals 
(nos. 11-14) the octahedron and the rhom.bic dodecahedron are approxi
m.ately in equilibriurn and only with 3 crystals (nos. 15-17) the dodeca
hedron predorninates. In view of its luminescence the first group may 
also comprise speci-men no. 18 which, according to Fersrnan and Gold
schmid.t resembles most their type B 1, i. e. a transition between the 
octahedron and the rhombic dodecahedron with points cut off by a cubic 
face (100).

1 

On the basis of the experiments it can be said that all the diamonds 
of this type (nos. 12-18) show a blue luminescence as long as they are 
not completely opaque (nos. 9, 10 and partly 8, 17 and 18). A similar 
conclusion, nan1ely that octahedric to rhombododecahedric dian10nds have 
a blue lmninescence, was also reached by Soviet authors (19) who studied 
the dian1onds . of this habit originating from the Siberian locality in the 
vicinity of the Vilyuy river. It can be generally said that in the diamonds 
with a blue luminescence from the vVesselton lv1ine the luminescence 
intensity decreases with decreasing translucency, no n1atter whether the 
latter is caused by inhomogeneous inclosures ((nos. 10, 17, 18) or by 
a network of microscopic cracks penetrating the entire crystal (nos. 8, 9). 
The rriost intense luminescence, on the other hand, is displayed by p:er
fectly clear stones \1\Ti.th a high, especially bluish luster, by the so-called 
tiffanyites (nos. 7, 15). The dian1onds with blue luminescence fron1 the 
\Nesselton Mine thus con1ply with the view expressend by Chaumet (18, 
22) that the jewel quality of a diamond is directly proportional to the 
intensity of their luminescence which was employed by Chaurnet in 
selecting the raw material for jewellery. Diamonds no. 10, 13, 14 belonging 
to the first type display anomalous behaviour. The green-brown lumines
cence· of diamond no. 1.0 and the yellow-green lurninescence of no. 13 
is not a true diamond luminescence but rather a fluorescence of impurities 
found on the crystal surface adhering to the deep corrosion pits. Diamond 
no. 10 does not display a true luminescence on account of its opacity, 
no. 13 has a blue luminescence. The only true anomaly is displayed by 
specimen no. 14 which has a zonar luminescence. The explanation of this 
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zonality is not easy; not even a microscope would reveal any difference 
between the center and the surface of the crystal. It can be assun1ed, 
however, that the crystal core is bounded in a different way than octa
hedrically. Similar cases of zonality with a rnorphologically different 
bounding of the core are known v1ith a number of minerals. Thus it can 
be taken for probable that the zonality in h1n1inescence is here associated 
with n1orphological zoning. From analogy with type no. 3 the core of 
this crystal should be formed by a cyclic twin according to the spinel law. 

Diamonds of the octahedric and rhornbododecahedric habit from the 
Wesselton Mine are all colourless, white and bluish. The observed blue 
lum.inescence of these diamonds is in fuH agreement 'Nith the observations 
published in the treatise of Bauer-Schlossmacher (22). The weak yellow
ish, yellow-brown, brownish and greenish colour of some of them is 
of a purely mechanical nature; it does not cause any deform.ation of the 
crystal lattice and has thus no influence on the colour of lun1inescence. 

Type 2. from the Wesselton Mine represented in the National :tv1useurn 
collections by a single specimen (no. 19) is according to Fersrnan and 
Goldschm.idt rare on all the localities in the Kimberley region. In the 
abcve-cited book of Bauer-Schlossmacher green-yello•,v dimnonds are 
reported to luminesce with a yellow-green or green-yellow colour. The 
yelluw lum.inescence observed here is thus of a somevvhat different hue. 

The difference in luminescence in connection with the crystal form 
is quite apparent here as cornpared with type 1. Similarly clear is also 
the difference in colour which is fundamentally different tha.n e. g. with 
specimens no. 2, 3, 9 and 16. While in these diamonds the yellowish or 
greenish colour is obviously caused by a foreign pigment the yellow
green colour of the cubic-habit diamond from the Wesselton Min·e appears 
to be the true colour of the diamond of this type. 

Type 3. (po. 20-23). The finding of an orange luminescence in dia 
monds of this type is also in disagren1ent with th2 data of tlhe Bauer
Schlossmacher publication according to which the honey-coloured dia
rnonds should display yellow or green-yellow luminescence. The orange 
luminescence cannot! be found in the above book at all. 

The difference in lun1inescence in connection with the crystal form 
as compared with the preceding types is here quite apparent, as well. 
Similarly the difference in colour exists here. The honey colour can be 
considered, just as the yellow-green colour of the type 2., as tihe true 
colour of cyclic twins according to the spinel law from, the Vvesselton 
Mine, which is caused by their crystal structure. The brownish hue of 
speciemen no. 20 is apparently caused by mechanical adrnixtures, similarly 
as in some diarnonds of type 1. (e. g. no. 5, 8, 10, 11, 13, 14, and 18). This 
impurity decreases in all these cases the intensity of luminescence in 
agreen1ent Vilith Chaumet's observations. 

Typ 4. is represente in the National Museurn collections only by two 
specimens (no. 24 and 25). The difference in luminescence in connection 
with the crystal form and colour, as compared with the preceding types 
is here again quite apparent. The violet colour, which is quite rare ·in 
diamonds can be taken for the true colour of dimnond aggregates of this 
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type. It is of intere~t that although we are not dealing here with opaque 
diamonds they remain inactive under UV light. Hence it follovvs that the 
above-n1entioned principle of Ohaumet has not a universal validity but 
that in the Vvesselton Mine, locality it holds at nwst fer simple crystals 
and regular crystal concretions. 

Even if we are aware that the total number of 24 diamonds frorr1 
the Wesselton Mine is not at all sufficient for definite conclusions to be 
1nade it may be assmned on the basis of the above observations that : 

1) diamonds of octahedric and rhombododecahedric habit~ colourless. 
white to bluish have a blue luminescence, 

2) yellow-green diamonds of cubic habit have a yellow lum.inescence, 
3) honey-coloured spinel-lavv twins have an orange lurninescence, 
4) violet aggregates of octahedric crystals vvithout any apparent 

concretion regularity are inactive in UV light. 

The percentage of the individual types as compared with their lum
Inescence is as follows: 

Tab l e 2 

I . .. . 

1

1 . . Lum in e scene e ----.,-~--------
~ ----~-J~~low orange a~oma:ou~~-active __ .. ______ ._ 

~ ~:_type-1 54% 13% 4% 71% 
--- - - 1 _____ _ .. __ __ _ 

2. tyDe I ___ '·--·-!-- - -- --- - ---1----1 

4% 4% 8% 

' 17% 
I 3. type I 17% 

-----,------1-------" - - - ----·-

4. type 1 

------1--- ----1-- ----- -----

1 54% 

---- ------~----;% 

12% ! 100% 4% 17% 13% _ _;..... ____ __:. 

Kimberley (without detailed localization; the above -wesselton Mine 
belongs to the Kimberley locality, as well) 
No. 26. Colourless, only slightly brownish fragment 111, vvit h very imperfect crystal. 

bounding. 
Inv. no . 394 size 3'.5 mm. 
FG- A 1 
Luminescence: intense blue 

No. 27. Iv1arkediy bright transparent fragment 111, with very imperfect cryst:1l bounding . 
Inv. no. 394 size 2 mm. 
FG- A 1 
Luminescence: blue 

No. 28. Colour:ess , only slightly greenish, almost opaque 111, heavily corroded, with 
rounded 110 faces. 
Inv. no. 5 size 22 mm. 
FG- A 1 
Luminescence : blue 
N.B. A unique, extraordinarily large crystal (Pl. XXXIV. row 1) 
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No. 29. Colourless, only slightly brownish fragment 111, vvith very imperfect crystal 
bounding. 
Inv. no. 394 size 3 mm. 
FG- A 1 
Luminescence: blue 

No. 30. Colourless, only slightly brownish fragment 111, with very imperfect crystal 
bounding. 
In v. no. 394 size 2.5 mm. 
FG- A 1 
Luminescence: very dull 

No. 31. Fragment of a large colourless crystal, only slightly greyish, very little trans
parent. The 110 rounded face predominates, 111 is smaller. 
Inv. no. 5 size 12 mm. 
FG- A 2 
Luminescence: inactjve (PI. XXXIV. row 1) 

No. 32. Colourless, markedly shiny fragment 111, with very weakly apparent crystal 
bounding. 
Inv. no. 394 size 3.5 mm. 
FG- A 1 
Luminescence: weak blue 

No. 33. Transparent, markedly shiny fragment 111, with very little apparent crystal 
bounding. 
Inv. no. 394 s ize 2.5 mm. 
FG- A 1 
Luminescence: weak blue 

No. 34. Perfectly transparent fragment 111, with a deep fissur e in place of the 110 face. 
Inv. no. 394 size 1.5 mm. 
FG- A 1 
Luminescence: weak blue 

No. 35. Perfectly transparent fragment 111, with very imperfect crystal bounding. 
Inv. no. 394 size 1.5 mm. 
FG- A 1 
Luminescence: weak blue 

No. 36. Perfectly transparent 111, minutely corroded with deep fissures between faces. 
Slightly non-uniformly elongated. 
Inv. no. 5 size 6.5 mm. 
FG- A 1 
Luminescence: inactive 

No. 37. Perfectly transparent fragment 111, v,rith very imperfect crystal bounding. 
Inv. no. 394 size 2 mm. 
FG- A 1 
Luminescence: inactive 

No. 38. Perfectly t ransparent fragment 111, with very imperfect crystal bounding. 
Inv. no. 394 size 1.5 mm. 
FG- A 1 
Luminescence: inactive 

No. 39. Perfectly transparent, heavily rounded and corroded 111, with very imperfect 
crystal bounding. 
Inv. no. 394 size 1.5 mm. 
FG- A 1 
Luminescence: inactive 

No. 40. Perfectly transparent, heavily corroded 111. Faces separated by deep fissures 
in place of 110 faces. 
Inv. no. 7 size 9 mm. 
FG- A 1 
Luminescence: yellow-green hue 
N.B. A unique crystal intergrown with kimberlite (PI. XXXIII.) 
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Map. 3. The diamond fields of Southern Africa (according to P. A. Wag ne r). 

No. 41. Colourless, only slightly yellowish, perfectly transparent and lustrous, heavily 
corroded crystal; rounded 110 faces predominate, smaller 111 with frequent 
etching. 
Inv. no. 5 size 8 mm. 
FG- A 2 
Luminescence: inactive 

.No. 4.2. Almost opaque, well developed tabular spinel-law twin; 111 faces are markedly 
corroded. 
Inv. no. 5 size 9 mm. 
Luminescence: inactive (Pl. XXXIV. row 2) 
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Summary of the results of observations of luminescence of diamonds 
from Kimberley (nos. 26-42). Among the diamonds of Kimberley locality 
only two were found of the types determined among the diamonds from 

. the exactly specified locality Wesselton Mine: by far the most frequent 
type 1. (diamonds with octahedric and rhombododecahedric habit) and 
a single case resembling type 3. (spinel-law twins). 

Among the diamonds of the first type, i. e. type A 1 and A 2 according 
to Fersman and Goldschmidt (nos. 26-41), there is a number of specimens · 
(nos. 26-31) which are in their morphological bounding, colour and 
luminescence quite analogous to nos. 2-18 from the Wesselton Mine. 
Specimens nos. 32-41 display a completely different behaviour. These 
diamonds, although practically quite transparent, display either no lum
inescence or a very weak one, differing thus very fundamentally from 
the diamonds of type 1. from the Wesselton Mine. The fact that some 
-colourless diamonds have only a weak blue luminescence or are completely 
inactive is mentioned already in the Bauer-Schlossmacher treatise. This 
finding, however, is in complete disagreem2nt with the above principle 
of Chaumet since most of the diamonds tested have a clear jewel quality 
(nos. 32-40). The handly detectable yellow-green luminescence of dia
mond no. 40 is probably caused by surface impurities, similarly as in nos. 
10 and 13. It is interesting to compare the luminescence of the diamonds 
of type 1. from the Wesselton Mine near Kimberley with that of the 
diamonds of the same type with only the wider locality "Kimberley" given. 
lt can be definitely assumed on the basis of this comparison that the 
inactive and weakly luminescent stones originate from one locality, 
different from the Wesseltoh Mine. 

The only diamond in the form of a spinel-law twin (no. 42) differs 
morphologically somewhat from the type 3. of Wesselton Mine diamonds 
(nos. 20-23). White in this case we are dealing with a perfect twin of 
two octahedra according to the. spinel law, all the four cases from ithe 
Wesselton Mine are cyclic twins. On account of the opacity of this sample 
no conclusions can be drawn, however, from their inactivity in UV light. 

The general percent participation of the individual morphological and 
luminescence types from localities of the entire Kimberley region, 
including the Wesselton Mine are somewhat different from the above 
review of stones fron1 the Wesselton Mine locality only, especially as far 
as the ratio of blue-luminescent and inactive diamonds of the first 
tY.pe is concerned. This finding may be compared with the observations 
of Soviet authors (19) made in the Vilyuy river localities; they also maintain 
that in this extensive diamond-bearing region the luminescence of dia
monds from various localities of the deposit differs substantially. 
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Tab 1 e 3. 
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Union of South Africa (without any detailed localization; the above
localities of "Kimberley" and "Wesselton J:.Aine" thus belong to this group, 
as well). 

No. 43. Colourless, perfectly transparent, only very slightly yellowish, irregularly 
developed 111, without any corrosion m arks . 
Inv. no. 4 size 
FG - A 1 
Luminescence : marked blue 

No. 44. White, only slightly greyish 111, with a bluish luster, with hardly distinguishable 
crystal faces. 
Inv. no. 4 size 11.5 mm. 
FG- A 1 
Luminescence: marked blue 

No. 45. Transparent, irregularly developed crystal, with very coarse, considerably 
impure surface; judging · from triangular etching mark on the predominant face 
we are probably dealing with the 111 face. 
Inv. no . 4 size 7 mm. 
FG- A 1 
Luminescence: weak blue 

No. 46. Transparent, relatively shiny crystal; 111 faces predominate over 110. 
Inv. no. 25 714 size 3 mm. 
FG- A 1 
Luminescence : inactive 
N.B. intergrown with a conglomerate 

No. 47. Perfectly transparent, shiny 111; on one side the 110 face predominates over 
the 111; seemingly h emimorphic development. 
Not inventarized size 2.5 mm. 
FG- A 1-2 
Luminescence: wea~ blue 

No. 48. ':[ransparent, perfectly shiny 111 ; due to corrosion considerably altered to 
a striated 110. 
Inv. no. 6 size 6 mm. 
FG --A 1- 2 
Luminescence: yellow-green hue 
N.B. intergrown with k imberlite (Pl. XXXII.) 
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No. 49. A transparent, rectangularly cut brilliant with a slight brownish turbidity. 
Inv. no. 2 (new precious stones inventory) size 8.0 X 6.8 mm. weight 0.313· g. 
Luminescence: blue 

No. 50. A transparent, rectangularly cuf brilliant 
Inv. no 1 (new precious stones inventory) 
Luminescence: inactive 

size 10.1 X 5.9 mm. · weight 0.276 g. 

No. 51. Greyish, shiny, almost opaque, heavily rounded, cyclic spinel- law twin, with 
a very imperfect crystal bounding. 
Inv. no. 4 size 6.5 mm. 
Luminescence: inactive 

Summary of the resu!ts of observation of luminescence of diamonds 
from the Union of South Africa (nos. 43-51)., Among the 'diamonds from 
the National Museum collections marked with the very inexact locality 
"South Africa" the same types were found as among those from Kimberley. 
Type 1. is by far the most frequent, i. e. type A 1 and A 2 acco-rding to 
Fersman and Goldschmidt; there is a single case of type 3. (cyclic spinel
law twin). 

Among the diamonds of type 1. (nos. 43-48) colourless ones can be 
found, with a blue luminescence (nos. 43-45), quite analogously to the 
specimens from the Wesselton Mine, as well as diamonds without 
luminescence or with a very weak one (nos. 46 and 47). The yellow
green hue of luminescence of specimen no. 48 is quite analogous to no. 40 
and is undoubtedly caused by surface impurities . 

Among the described specimens there are diamonds of this habit 
extremely irregularly developed. We are dealing here with tabular crystals 
(nos. 43 and 45) or with seemingly hemimorphic ones (no. 47) just as 
described by Fers1nan and Goldschmidt. None of these speciemens, similarly 
as some of the elongated crystals from the Wesselton Mine and ·Kimberley, 
do not differ in their luminescence from normal isometrically developed 
crystals. Thus no: difference was observed here in the luminescence of 
isometrically and irregularly developed crystals of the same crystals 
bounding, which is considered possible by the Soviet authors. 

With this type 1. of South African diamonds) on account of their 
luminescence, the two cut diamonds from the precious stones collection 
of the mineralogical department may be grouped (nos. 49 and 50). The 
first of the two en account of the fact that blue luminescence was not 
found with any other type among the examined 48 raw South African 
diamonds . Sin1ilarly the inactive transparent diamond, corresponding to 
the second case, was not found in any other type. 

From specimen no. 51, which is morphologically quite analogous to 
nos. 20-23 from the Wesselton Mine, no conclusions may be drawn on 
account of its opacit y . 

The general percentage of morphological and luminescence types
1 

among all the 50 South African diamonds from the collections of the 
mineralogical department is shown in the following table which does 
not much differ from the review of the diamonds from Kimberley. 

5* 
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Table 4 

Luminescence I 
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Llideritz Bay; (Southwest Africa) 

No. 52. Bright golden yellow, shiny, perfectly transparent 111, with minute 110 fac es, 
slightly rounded. 
Inv. no. 6818 size 3.5 mm. 
FG- A 1 
Luminescence: weak yellow (Pl. XXXIV. row 2) 

No: 53. Bright golden yellow, shiny, perfectly transparent 110, with hardly distin -
guishable 111, markedly rounded. 
Inv. no . 6819 size 4 mm. 
FG- A 2 
Luminescence: weak blue {Pl. XXXIV. r-ow 2) 

In the collections of the mineralogical department of the National 
Museum there are only 2 specimens of diamonds from Ltideritz Bay 
Thus it is impossible: to make any conclusions on the basis of these two 
observations. In spite of that, however , there is the very striking yellow 
luminescence of diamond no. 52 bounded practically solely by 111 faces, 
as compared with the blue luminescence of diamond no. 53, bounded 
practically only by 110 faces . This fact is even more marked if we consider 
that these two specimens have exactly the same colour, which in both 
cases may be taken for the true diamond colour. The explanation of this 
difference in luminescence is even more difficult as the origin of 
dodecahedric crystals of diamonds is mostly explained only by the 
corrosion of the original octahedric crystals. 

According to the Bauer-Schlossmacher treatise golden-yellow dia
monds should have a weak brown-yellow luminescence. It is certainly of 
interest that an analogous brown-yellow luminescence has not been 
observed by the authors of this paper, either among the mineralogical 
department collections or among the specimens studied in the Institute 
for Precious Metals. Both the specimens from Ltideritz Bay differ in their 
colour and in one case also in luminescence from the morphologically 
identical diamonds of type 1. (A 1 and A 2 according to Fersman and 
Goldschmidt) from South African localities. 
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Kasai River (deposit 800 km. east of Leopoldville, Belgian Kongo) 
No. 54. White, turbid, transparent 110, imperfectly bounded and rounded. 

Inv. no. 25 856 size 4 mm. 
FG- A 2 
Luminescence: pinkish 
(PI. XXIV. row 3) 

No. 55. Ye llowish crystal. Predominating 111 faces, less frequent 110 and 100, only with 
minute etching. Markedly hemihedric, surface impure. 
Inv. no. 25 856 . size 6 mm. 
FG- B 1 
Luminescence: shines through with pink colour 
(PI. XXIV. row 3) 

Similarly the! two specimens from Belgian Kongo cannot serve . as 
a basis for conclusions. Both specimens belong to the type 1. of dlan1onds. 
The first belongs to type . A 2 according to Fersman and Goldschmidt, 
the second to the rare type B 1, which is analogous to no. 18 from the 
\Vesselton Mine iri Kimberley. By its pink luminescence it differs sub
stantially from all diamonds from South African localities as well as 
from those from Liideritz Bay which resemble in its yellowish colour 
no. 55. The true colour of no. 54 cannot be determined on account of the 
white turbidity. 

Alaska. 
No. 56. Colourless, only slightly brownish, markedly shiny fragment of crystal with 

predominating 110 faces. 
Not inventarized size 3 mm. 
FG- A 2 
Luminescence: inactive 

Diamond no. 56 belongs to the most common type 1. o.f, dimnonds, 
i. e. to the A 2 type of Fersman and Goldschmidt. By its morphology, 
colour and inactivity of luminescence it is completely analogous to no. 41 
from Kimberley. 

Rio Tejuco in the state Minas Geraes 
No. 57. Colourless 111, with numerous black parts. The 111 faces are separated by 

fissures in the place of 110 faces . 
Inv. no. 6825 size 2.5 mm. 
FG- A 1 
Luminescence: blue, shining from the inside 

No. 58. Colourless inside, on the surface yellowish 111, with minute 110 faces. 
Inv. no. 6825 size 2 mm. 
FG- A 1 

· Luminescence: zonar, surface yellow-green; inside blue 
No. 59. Colourless, perfectly clear, only very little yellowish, 110, with faces without 

any corrosion marks, elongated along the trigonal axis (pseudohexagonal 
development). 
Inv. no. 6825 size 3.5 mm. 
FG - A2 
Luminescence: marked blue 

No. 60. White, bluish, translucent, irregularly elongated 110, moderately rounded, not 
curroded. 
Inv. no. 6825 size 2 mm. 
FG- A 2 
Luminescence: bluish 
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No. 61. Grey-blue, completely opaque, irregularly elongated along the trigonal axis, 
moderately rounded, not corroded. 
Inv. no. 6825 size 2 mm. 
FG- A 2 
Luminescence: inactive 

All the studied specimens originating from Rio Tejuco (no. -57 -61) 
belong to the first type of diamonds (type A 1 and A 2 of Fersman and 
Goldschmidt). According to these authors, in all Brazilian localities there 
are more abudant diamonds bounded by rhombododecahedric faces than 
by the octahedric ones. Thus this represents a similar case as in Sout
west Africa and a different one than in the South African localities. The 
distribution of the specimens studied here is in good argreement with 
the observation of the above authors, five of the specimens possessing 
predominating 111 faces and three of them 110 faces. 

Otherwise the studied specimens are in their morphology, colour and 
luminescence quite analogous to the diamonds from the Wesselton Mine 
(nos. 2-17). Their luminescence is blue and its intensity is proportional 
to the purity of the diamond. Only specimen no. 58 is anomalous in its 
typical zonar luminescence, not unlike in no. 14. The yellow-green lum
inescence of the crystal surface in not caused by surface· impurities in 
this case, unlike in nos. 10 and 13. The zonality of luminescence is here 
in complete agreement with the zonar coloration of the crystal which is 
colourless inside and yellow on the surface The yellowish colour of the 
crystal surface in no. 58 is completely different than the yellowish colour 
of no. 59. It can be assumed that whereas the colour of no. 59 is of 
a purely mechanical nature the surface zone of crystal ne. 58 represents 
the true colour of the diamonds. The yellow-green luminescence is 
according to Bauer and Schlossmacher in full agreement with the yellow 
colour of the ·diamond. 

Minas Geraes (without exact localization; the above locality of Rio 
Tejuco lies in the state Minas Geraes) 

No. 62. Tiny brown-black, completely opaque grains without any marked bounding. 
Inv. no. 6827 
Luminescence: inactive 
N. B. intergrown with diamond-bearing conglomerate (cascalho) 
Pl. XXXV. 

Diamond no. 62 represents a typical example of opaque bort without 
any crystal bounding. As such it never luminesces. · 

Bahia 

No. 63. Coarsely granular carbonado without any crystal faces, black-brown. 
Inv. no. 6826 size 10.5 mm. 
Luminescence: inactive 
(Pl. XXXIV. row 3) 

Carbonado (bort) no. 63 is completetly analogous to no 62. 
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Brazil (without exact localization; thus the above localities marked 
Minas Geraes, Rio Tejuco and Bahia belong into this group). 
N. 64. Transparent, imperfectly bounded 111, with bluish luster. 

Inv. no. 1 size 2.5 mm. 
FG- A 1 
Luminescence: marked blue 

Map. 4. The diamond fields of Brazil 
(according to Bauer-Schlossmach e r- 22). 

N o. 65. White 111 with a bluish luster with minute 110 faces . 
111 faces are slightly corroded. 

No. 66. 

Inv. no. 6822 size 7 mm. 
FG- A 1 
Luminescence : marked blue 
Colourless, with only slight 
coarsely striated. 
Inv. no. 1 size 2.5 mm. 
FG- A 1 
Luminescenc e : weak blue 

· (Pl. XXX1V. row 4) 
yellow-green turbidity, 111, with large 110 faces, 

N o. 67. Colourless, only slightly yellowish, somewhat · irregularly developed 111 with 
heavily corroded faces. 
Inv. no. 1 size 2 mm. 
Luminescence : weak blue 
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No. 68. Colourless, only slightly brownish crystal fragment, formed, by 111 faces and 
cleavage forms and with smaller striated 110 faces. 
Inv. no. 1 size 2 mm. 
FG- A 1 
Luminescence: weak blue 

No. 69. Transparent, with slight turbidity, 111, with slinghtly corroded faces. 
Inv. no. 36 898 size 1 mm. 
FG- A 1 
Luminescence: weak blue 

No. 70. White, only slightly grey 111, with heavily corroded little marked faces, hemi
hedric. 
Inv. no. 1 size 3 mm. 
FG- A 1 
Luminescence: marked blue 

No. 71. Colourless, only slightly brownish, cleavable crystal fragment, formed by· 
striated 110 faces. 
Inv. no. 1 size 3 mm. 
FG- A 2 
Luminescence: marked blue 

No. 72. Perfectly transparent, some·what tabular crystal with bluish luster, formed by· 
moderately rounded 110 faces. 
Inv. no. 1 size 3 mm. 
FG- A 2 
Luminescence: marked blue 

No. 73. Transparent, bluish, shiny, very irregularly developed 110. 
Inv. no. 1 size 2 mm. 
FG - . A 2 
Luminescence: marked blue 

No. - 74. Perfectly transparent, very irregularly developed and rounded 110, with bluish 
luster. 
Inv. no. 1 size 2 mm. 
FG- A 2 
Luminescence: deep blue 

No. 75. Colourless. only slightly brown, translucent, heavily rounded with corroded 
110, with frequent uneven corrosion pits. 
Inv. no. 2 size 3'.5 ·mm. 
Luminescense: deep blue (Pl. XXXVI. row 1) 

No. 76. Colourless, only slightly brown, markedly rounded 110, somewhat elongated. 
Inv. no. 2 size 4.5 mm. 
FG- A 2 
Luminescence: marked blue (Pl. XXXVI. row 1) 

No. 77. White 110, with bluish luster, translucent, completely spherical, heavily corroded 
on the surface. 
Inv. no. 3 size 7 mm. 
FG- A 2 
Luminescence: marked blue (Pl. XXXIV. row 4) 

No. 78. Two white, ranging to slightly grey, congresced 110. spherically rounded, heavily
corroded on the surface. 
Inv. no. 3 size 7.5 mm. 
FG- A 2 
Luminescence : marked blue 

No. 79. White, ranging to slightly 
rounded. 
Inv. no. 2 size 5.5 mm. 
FG- A 2 

(Pl. XXXIV. row. 4) 
grey-brown, concretion of two 110, markedly 

Luminescence: blue (Pl. XXXVI. row 2) 
No. 80. Colourless, only slightly brown 110, heavily rounded, at places with deep 

corrosion pits. 
Inv. no. 2 size 4 mm. 
FG- A 2 
Luminescence: blue ( Pl. XXXVI. row 5) 
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No. 81. Colourless, with only slight greenish turbidity, 110, with rounded faces. 
Inv. no. 6821 size 2 mm. 
FG- A 2 
Luminescence: blue 

No. 82. Colourless, only slightly greenish, transparent 110, with rounded faces. 
Inv. no. 6821 size 1.5 mm. 
FG- A 2 
Luminescence: blue 

No. 83. Colourless, only slightly yellowish, with irregular tabular development, 110, 
with striated faces and hardly detectable 111 faces. 
Inv. no. 1 size 3.5 mm. 
FG- A 2 
Luminescence: weak blue 

No. 84. Colourless, with only slight grey turbidity, very imperfectly developed 110. 
Inv. no. 1 size 2 mm. 
FG'· - A 2 
Luminescence: weak blue 

No. 85. Colourless, only slightly yellowish 110, tran.sparent, markedly streated, at pla
ces with clear 111 faces. 
Inv. no. 6823 size 3.5 mm. 
FG- A 2 
Luminescence: bluish 

No. 86. Colourless, only slightly yellowish 110, very imperfectly developed, with deep 
corrosion pits in the place of possible faces. 
Inv. no. 36 898 size 1 mm. 
FG- A 2 
Luminescence: weak blue 

No. 87. Colourless, with only brown turbidity, very unclearly developed 111, with a deep 
corrosion pit in the place of face 100. 
Inv. no. 1 size 2.5 mm. 
FG- B 4 
Luminescence: inactive 

No. 88. Transparent, with tabular irregular development, 110, very markedly rounded, 
with a clear corrosion pit. 
Inv. no. 1 size 3 mm. 
FG- A 2 
Luminescence: weak blue 

No. 89. Transparent, perfectly shiny, ~omewhat irregularly developed 110, with mi,nute 
111 faces. 
Inv. no. 1 size 2 mm. 
FG- A 2 
Luminescence: weak blue 

No. 90. Transparent crystal fragment with apparent cleavage. Very unclear 110 faces 
pr edominating. 
Inv. no . 1 size 3 mm. 
FG- A 2 
Luminescence: weak blue 

No. 91. Transparent, heavily rounded 110. 
Inv. no. 1 size 2 mm. 
FG- A 2 
Luminescence: weak blue 

No. 92. Perfectly transparent, shiny 111 with little striations between faces, practically 
without etching. 
Inv. no. 6820 size 4 mm. 
FG- A 1 
Luminescence: inactive 

No. 93. Greenish, with irregular tabular development, 110, with dull faces. 
Inv. no. 1 size 3 mm. 
FG- A2 
Luminescence: blue-green 
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No. 94. Group of two green 110, with striated faces and sharp edges. 
Inv. no. 2 size 5 mm. 
FG- A 2 
Luminescence: blue-green ( Pl. XXXVI. row 1) 

No. 95. Greenish with greyish turbidity, 110, with very imperfect slightly corroded 
faces. 
Inv. no. 2 size 3.5 mm. 
FG- A 2 
Luminescense: blue-green (Pl. XXXVI. row 2) 

No. 96. Yellow-green 110, markedly striated, with clear edges, but very uneven faces. 
Inv. no. 6823 size 3.5 mm. 
FG- A 2 
Luminescence: blue-green 

No. 97. Brown 110, somewhat rounded and elongated with little distinguishable 111 
face and small corrosion pits. 
Inv. no. 2 size 5 mm. 
FG- A 2 
Luminescence: blue-green (Pl. XXXVI. row 3) 

No. 98. Brown 110 heavily rounded, with small corrosion pits. 
Inv. no. 2 site 3.5 mm. 
FG- A2 
Luminescence: blue-green (Pl. XXXVI. row 2) 

No. 99. Brown 110, somewhat rounded and irregularly developed. 
Inv. no. 2 size 3.5 mm. 
FG- A 2 
Luminescence: blue-green (PI. XXXVI. row 3) 

No. 100. Brown, very heavily rounded 110. 
Inv. no. 2 size 4.5 mm. 
FG- A 2 
Luminescence: blue-green (PI. XXXVI. row 3) 

No.lOl. Transparent, irregularly cut lozenge, with greenish luster. 
Inv. no. 3 (new inventory of precious stones) size 4 X 3 mm. 
Luminescence: blue-green 

No. 102. Light-green 110, very markedly rounded, with almost indistinguishable uni
formly corroded faces. 
Inv. no. 2 size 3.5 mm. 
FG- A 2 
Luminescence: intense yellow-green , (Pl. XXXVI. row 4) 

No. 103. Yellow-green, irregularly developed cry.stal, markedly tetrahedrically symme
trical, with predominating 110 face and marked 111 face. 
Inv. no. 2 size 2.5 mm. 
FG A 2 
Luminescence: yellow-green (Pl. XXXVI. row 2) 

No. 104. Pure yellow, irregularly developed 110, with imperfect faces and frequent 
corrosion pits. 
Inv. no. 1 size 3 mm. 
FG- A 2 
Luminescence: yellow- green 

No. 105. Pure yellow, heavily corroded, fragment 110, very imperfectly bounded. 
Inv. no. 1 size 1.5 mm. 
FG- A 2 
Luminescence: yellow-green 

No. 106. Rich yellow, heavily rounded 110, with very unclear faces. 
Inv. no. 6824 size 3 mm. 
FG- A 2 
Luminescence: yellow-green 

No. 107. Yellow with brown turbidity, 110, unclearly striated, slightly rounded. 
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No. 108. Yellow with brown turbidity 110, elongated along one of the principal axes, thus 
forming seemingly t etragonal symmetry. 
Inv. no. 6823 size 3.5 mm. 
FG- A 2 
Luminescence: yellow-green 

No. 109. Yellow with brown turbidity 110, heavily rounded, with little distinguishable. 
111 face. 
Tnv. no. 6824 sice 4.5 mm. 
FG- A 2 
Luminescence: yellow-green 

No. 110. Brownish, markedly shiny, irregularly developed 110, moderately rounded. 
Inv. no. 1 size 2 mm. 
FG- A2 
Luminescence: yellow-green 

'No. 111. Brown, elongated along the axis of trigonal symmetry 110. 
Inv. no. 2 size 3 mm. 
FG- A 2 
Luminescence: yellow-green (Pl. XXXVI. row 1) 

No. 112. Brown 110, rounded, heavily corroded at places. 
Inv. no. 2 size 3.5 mm. 
FG- A2 
Luminescence : weak yellow-green (Pl. XXXVI. row 4) · 

No. 113. Transparent crystal with a ye low part, markedly shiny; striated, irregularly 
developed 110 faces with a deep corrosion pit and with traces of 111 faces. 
Inv. no. 2 size 3.5 mm. 
FG- A 2 
Luminescence : weak yellow-green (Pl. XXXVI. row 5) 

No. 114. Yellow brilliant with brownish turbidity. 
Inv. no. 4 (new inventory of precious stones) 

diameter 1.8 mm. 
weight 0.010 g. 

Luminescence: weak yellow-green 
No. 115. Yellow, oval- cut lozenge . 

Inv. no. 5 (new inventory of precious stones) 
size 4.2 X 3.1 mm. 
weight 0,027 g. 

Luminescence: yellow-green 
No. 116. Yellow fragment of an irregularly elongated 110, with small 111 faces. 

Inv. no. 1 size 3 mm. 
FG - A 2 
Luminescence: yellow 

No. 117. Yellow 110, somewhat irregularly developed and rounded. 
Inv. no. 1 size 2.5 mm. 
FG- A 2 
Luminescence: yellow 

No. 118. Yellow fragment of 110, with badly defined crystal bounding. 
Inv. no. 1 size 2 mm. 
FG- A 2 
Luminescence: yellow 

No. 119. Extrem ely columnarily e longated, clear yellow crystal, form ed by 110 faces . 
lnv. no. 1 size 3 mm. 
FG- A 2 
Luminescence: pink 

No.120. Yellow crystal fra1ment , bound ed by -unclear 110 faces. 
Inv. no. 1 size 2.5 mm. 
FG- A 2 
Luminescence : pink 

No. 121. Yellow-brown crystal fragm ent, bounded by unclear 110 faces. 
Inv. no. 1 size 2.5 mm. 
FG- A2 
Luminescence: pink 
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No. 122. Yellow crystal fragment, bounded by unclear 110 faces. 
Inv. no. 1 size 2 mm. 
FG- A 2 
Luminescence: pink 

No.123. Yellowish fragment of a somewhat rounded crystal, bounded by badly defined 
110 faces. 
Inv. no. 1 size 2 mm. 
FG- A 2 
Luminescence : pink 

No. 124. Yellow crystal, bounded by hardly distinguishable 110 faces. 
Inv. no. 1 size 3 mm. 
FG- A 2 
Luminescence: pink 

No. 126. Pinkish, heavily rounded crystal, bounded by hardly distinguishable 110 faces. 
with small corrosion pits. 
Inv~ no. 1 size 2 mm. 
FG- A Z. 
Luminescence: pink 

No. 127. Yellow, moderately rounded crystal fragment, bounded by hardly distinguishable 
110 faces. 
Inv. no. 1 size 2.5 mm. 
Luminescence: inactive 

No. 128. Yellow crystal fragment, bounded by hardly distinguishable 110 faces. 
Inv. no. 1 ·size 1.5 mm. 
FG- A 2 
Luminescence: inactive 

No. 129. Clear yellow, markedly rounded crystal fragment, bounded by hardly distin
guishable 110 faces. 
Inv. no. 1 size 1.5 mm. 
FG- A 2 
Luminescence: inactive 

No. 130. Yellowish, elongated 110, heavily corroded and rounded. 
Inv. no: 6823 size 4 mm. 
FG- A 2. 
Luminescence: inactive 

No. 131. Fragment of a yellow, perfectly transparent, irregularly cut lozenge. 
Inv. no. 6 (now inventory of precious stones) 

size 2.9 X 1.8 mm. 
weight 0,013' g. 

FG- A 2 
Luminescence: inactive 

No. 132. Brown-red, columnarily elongated crystal, very heavily rounded, with hardly 
distinguishable traces of 110 faces. 
Inv. no. 1 size 3.5 mm. 
FG- A2 
Luminescence: inactive 

No. 133. Brown-red, markedly shiny crystal with frequent inclosures, irregularly de
veloped, with unclear 110 faces and deep corrosion pits. 
Inv. no. 1 size 3 mm. 
FG- A 2 
Luminescence: inactive 

No. 134. Brown-red, somewhat rounded crystal with unclear 110 faces. 
Inv. no. 1 size 2 mm. 
FG- A 2 
Luminescence: inactive 

No. 135. Brown-red fragment of triangular cross-section, bounded by hardly distin
guishable 110 faces. 
Inv. no. 1 size 2 mm. 
FG- A 2 
Luminescence: inactive 
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No. 106. Brown- red 110, elongated along the axis of trigona l symmetry, rounded. 
Inv. no. 2 size 4.5 mm. 
FG- A 2 
Luminescence: inactive 

No. 137. Brown-red 110, elongated along the axis, of trigonal symmetry, somewhat 
rounded. 
Inv. no. 2 size 3 mm. 
FG -A 2 
Luminescence: inactive (Pl. XXXVI. row 3) 

No.138. Brown- red, markedly shiny 110, striated, somewhat irregularly elongated, with 
marked 111 faces. 
Inv. no. 2 
FG- A 2 

size 4 mm. 

Luminiscence: inactive (PL XXXVI. row 4) 
No. 139. Brown-red 110, markedly elongated and rounded. 

Inv. no. 2 size 5 mm. 
FG- A2 
Luminescence: 'inactive (PI. XXXVI. row 4) 

No. 140. Yellow- brown rounded crystal fragment, bounded by hardly distinguishable 
110 faces. 
Inv. no. 1 size 2 mm. 
FG- A 2 
Luminescence: inactive 

No. 141. Perfectly transparent, yellow-brown brilliant. 
Inv. no. 4 (new inventory of precious stones) 

diameter 2.4 mm. 
weight 0.017 g. 

Luminescence: inactive 
No. 142. I-ioney-coloured, not very perfectly bounded 100, with heavily corroded faces. 

Edges are truncated by 110 faces. 
Not inventarized size 4.5 mm. 
FG- D 1 
Luminescence: orange 

No. 143. Honey-coloured twin fragment concresced according to the spinel law. 
Inv. no. 36 898 size 2 mm. 
Luminescence: intense orange 

No. 144. Honey-coloured rounded twin fragment, concresced according to the spinel law. 
In v. no. 36 898 size 1.5 mm. 
Luminscence: orange 

No. 145. Honey- coloured, somewhat rounded twin fragment concresced according to the 
spinel law. 
Inv. no. 36 898 size 1 mm. 
Luminescence: orange 

No. 146. Impure, honey- coloured, imperfecti! developed tabular crystal bounded by 110 
faces . twinnily concres_ced according to the spinel law. · 
Inv. no. 2 size 4 mm. 
Luminescence: orange 

No.147. White, spinel-law twin with grey turbidity. 
Inv. no. 1 size 3.5 mm. 
Luminescence: light blue 

No. 148. Transparent crystal of triangular shape with marked 111 faces .. Spinel-law twin. 
Inv. no. 36 898 size 1.5 mm. 
Luminescence: blue 

No. 149. Transparent crystal of triangular contour, spinel- law twin. 
:mv. no. 3ti 898 size 1.5 mm 
Luminesc~mce: light blue 

No. 150. Colourless crystal with black impurities of triangular shape with a marked 111 
face on one side. Spinel-law twin. 
In v. no. 36 898 size 1 mm. 
Luminescence: inactive 
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No. 151. Colourless, only slightly brownish spinel-law twin. 
Not inventarized size 3.5 mm. 
Luminescence: inactive 

No. 152. Grey-white turbid concretion of two 111, without any marked regularity. The 
crystals have the corroded faces rounded on the edges and with various struc
tures at the points. 
Inv. no. 6823 size 5.5 mm. 
Luminescence: inactive 

No. 153. Transparent, perfectly cut rosette, only slightly yellowish. 
Inv. no . 9 (new inventory of precious stones) 

size 7.1 X 6.2 mm. 
weight 0.151 g. 

Luminescence: marked blue 
No. 154. Completely transparent, irregularly cut lozenge. 

Inv. no. 3 (new inventory of precious stones) 
size 4.5 X 4.5 mm. 

Luminescence: blue 
No. 155. Perfectly transparent, irregularly cut lozenge. 

Inv. no. 3 (new inventory of precious stones) 
size 5 X 3 mm. 

Luminescence: blue 
No. 156. Perfectly transparent, irregularly cut -lozenge. 

Inv. no. 3 (new inventory of precious stones) 
size 3.5 X 3' mm. 

Luminescence: blue 
No. 157. Perfectly transparent, irregularly cut lozeng e, with bluish luster. 

Inv. no. 3 (new inventory of precious stones) 
size 3.5 X 2.5 mm. 

Luminescence: blue 
No. 158. Transparent, irregularly cut rectangular lozenge with very slight yellow 

turbidity. 
Inv. no. 8 (new inventory of precious stones) 

size 4.5 X 3.8 mm. 
weight 0.026 g. 

Luminescence: blue 
No. 159. Transparent, irregularly cut lozenge, with only slight brown turbidity. 

Inv. no. 10 (new inventory of precious stones) 
size 4.8 X 4.0 mm. 
weight 0.054 g. 

Luminescence: blue 
No. 160. Transparent rosette with only slight brown turbidity. 

Inv. no. 7 (new inventory of precious stones) 
diameter 1.9 mm. 
weight 0.006 g. 

' Luminescence: weak blue 
No. 161. Transparent, irregularly cut rectangular lozenge, with very slight yellow 

turbidity. 
Inv. no. 8 (new inventory of precious stones) 

size 6.4 X 5.1 mm. 
weight 0.099 g. 

Luminescence: weak blue 
No. 162. Perfectly clear, irregularly cut lozenge. 

Inv. no. 3 (new inventory of precious stones) 
size 4.5 X 3.0 mm. 

Luminescence: blue 
No. 163. Lozenge with white turbidity, opaque, irregularly cut. 
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Summary of observation results of luminescence of Brazilian dia
monds (nos. 64-163). Among the diamonds _from the collections of the 
mineralogical department of the National Museum, marked with the vague 
locality "Brazil" in general analogous morphological types were found 
as among those from South African localities. They are as follows: 

1) crystals of octahedric . ranging to rhombododecahedric habit, 
2) an imperfectly bounded crystal of cubic habit, 
3) twins concresced according to the spinel law, 
4) an imperfectly bounded concretion of two octahedric crystals with

out any apparent regularity of growth. 
The most common type is again the first one, similarly as in all the 

world localities. It differs from the South African specimens by the above
mentioned reserve ratio of crystals with predominant octahedric faces to 
those with predominantly rhombododecahedric ones. Of the total of 73 
crystals of thi,g type only 8 have the octahedron predominating. This 
number also includes 1 crystal with a marked hemihedric development 
(:combination of two tetrahedra no. 70) and one octahedron with deep 
corrosion pits 'in the. place of cubic faces (no. 87), which according to 
Fersn1an and Goldschinidt belongs to the transitional type B 4 and 
resembles morphologically diamond no. 18 from the Wesselton Mine. 

Brazilian diamonds of type 1. differ substantially from the South . 
African ones of the same type by an extraordinary diversity both in 
crystal colour and in luminescence. With respect to the colour and lum
inescence the diamonds .can be divided into two groups: 

a) colourless, white to bluish, 
b) coloured, especially yellow, green and brown. 
Diamonds of group la are perfectly analogous to the South African 

ones of type 1. as well as to the specimens from the Rio Tejuco locality 
(nos. 57-61). To the lb group belongs among others also the Bohemian 
diamond from Dlazkovice (no. 1), further diamonds from Ltideritz Bay 
(nos. 52 and 53) and apparently also the diamonds from Belgian Kongo 
(no. 54 and 55). The extraordinary diversity in colour and luminescence 
among the Brazilian diamonds is undoubtedly caused by the fact that 
we are dealing here with many different localities from a very extenzive 
area (see the attached map). It is likely that a study of exactly localized 
diamonds from Brazilian localities would provide more unequivocal results, 
as indicated by the five specimens from Rio Tejuco. 

It is of interest that all the crystals of type A 1 according to Fersman 
and Goldschn1idt (octahedric habit) belong by its colour and luminescence 
into group la. Similarly as analogous South African diamonds, the Brazilian 
ones of group la can be divided into those whith blue luminescence (these 
are predominant, the luminescence being proportional to their transpar
ency, nos 64-87) and into the minority of specimens with weak blue 
or inactiv€ luminescence regardless of their transparency (nos. 88-92). 

Among the Brazilian diamonds of type la and lb there. is a number 
of extremely elongated crystals, both tabularly and along the trigonal 
axis. Similarly as with the elongated South African crystals mentioned 
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above there is no difference in luminescence here from identically bounded 
crystals of completely isometric development. 

Group lb is much more diverse than group la; it includes coloured 
diamonds, mostly yellow. yellow-green, green and brown. 'Dhe yellow, 
yellow-green and green colours represent 'here the true colour of the 
diamond. The brown colour is problematic. vVhereas in some of them, 
such as the brown-red ones (nos. 132-139) and the yellow-brown (nos. 
140-141) it may be assumed that the colour is the true original one, 
but with a number of others (nos. 97-100 and 110~112) we are dealing 
probably with a mechanical admixture, frequently detected in colourless 
diamonds (e. g. no. 68 from Brazil, no. 5 from the Wesselton Mine and 
several others) which covers the original lighter colour, in tihis case 
yellow, yellow-green and green. / 

It was found generally that Brazilian diamonds of a green to yellow
green colour have a blue-green (nos~ 93-96) or yellow-green (nos. 102-
103) luminescence, those of yellow colour have a yellow-green (nos. 
104-199), yellow (nos. 116-118), pink (nos. 119-125) or inactive (nos. 
127-130) luminescence. The only pinkish diamond (no. 126) has a pink 
luminescence. The luminescence as related to the diamond colour 
corresponds thus mostly to the data given by Bauer ..,..Schlossmacher. 
According _ to these authors yellow-green luminescence is shown by bright 
green, green-yellow to clear yellow diamonds, green-yellow and honey
coloured ones have a green-yellow luminescence and honey-coloured and 
brown-red (slightly yellow) ones ihave a yellow luminescence. The pink and 
blue-green luminescence is not mentioned by Bauer-Schlossmacher, light 
pink diamonds should; have a very weak blue luminescence. 

It is clear in all the diamonds with yellow-green luminescence (nos. 
102-115) that the intensity of luminescence is proportional to the purity 
of the stone, in agreement with the view of Chaum.et. An exception is 
formed here to a certain extent by specimen no. 113, in which the weak 
yellow-green luminescence appears to be caused by the yellow part of 
the crystal. We are thus dealing here basically with a zonality of 
a transparent inactive diamond (analogous e. g. to nos. 88-92 with a yellow 
diamond with a yellow-green luminescence. With other colour· hues of 
luminescence the validity of this principle cannot be assumed with regard 
to the complete inactivenes of some yellow diamonds (nos. 127-131). 

In view of tihe bluegreen and yellow-green luminescence not 
observed with other Brazilian diamond types, also the three cut diamonds · 
from the collection of the mineralogical department of the National 
Museum were put into this group. With nos. 114 and 115 tihis classification 
is also supported by their yellow colour, with the transparent colourless 
lozenge no. 101 then by its marked green lustre. For analogous reasons 
lozenge no. 131 was grouped with the inactive yellow diamonds of this 
type, and the yellow-brown brilliant no. 141 with the inactive brown 
diamonds. 

Type 2. from Brazil is represented in the National Jvluseum collec
tions by a single specimen {no. 142). Morphologically it is completely 
analogous with diamond no. 19 from the Wesselton Mine from which 
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it differs only in its colour tinge and luminescence. It is of interest to 
compare it with the morphologically completely different diamonds nos. 
20-23 · (cyclic spinel-law twins) from the Wesselton Mine with which 
it has the same honey colour and orange luminescence. This coincidence 
of colour and luminescence between morphologically completely different 
diamonds from different localities is very striking, especially on account 
of the fact that the orange luminescence is very rare. 

Type B. (nos. 143-151) from Brazil represents throughout twinny 
concretions thereby differing from the same type from the Wesselton 
Mine (nos. 20-23), where cyclic concretions occur. It is thus completely 
analogous with no. 42 from Kimberley. According to their colour and 
luminescence diamonds of this type can be divided into two groups: 

a) honey-coloured twins with orange luminescence (nos. 143-146); 
b) colourless or white twins with blue luminescence (nos. 147-151). 

Group 3a is in all respects analogous to diamonds nos. 20-23 from 
the Wesselton Mine if the above-mentioned difference between twinny 
and cyclic concretions is disregarded. Thus it can be assumed that this 
double type of regular concretion does not affect the difference in colour 
and in luminescence. It is als01 of interest to compare the specimens with 
no. 142 of cubic habit which is also honey-coloured with orange lum
inescence. With four twins possessing orange luminescence it may be said 
that the intensity of luminescence is again directly proportional to crystal 
transparency. ' 

Group 3b, represented by colourless twins formed according to the 
spinel law (nos. 147-151) displays a completely analog~ms luminescence 
as type la (nos. 64-87), i. e. blue. SimHarly as with that · type there 
appears to exist a proportionality between the intensity of luminescence 
and crystal purity. This it the reason why the considerably impure dia
monds nos. 150 and 151 do not show any luminescence. 'Dhus it can be said 
that colourless or white spinel-law twins behave quite analogously as 
if they represented crystal individuals. The question arises whether the 
morphological identification is correct and whether the above five cases 
do not represent imperfectly developed crystals of type 1. 

Type 4. is among the Brazilian specimens represented by a single 
stone (no. 152): in can be compared _with similar specim.ens from the 
Wesselton Mine (nos. 24 and 25). On account of opacity of this sample 
the UV light inactivity observed here cannot serve as basis for any 
conclusions. The grey-white turbidity makes it impossible to determine 
the true colour of this diamond. 

Ot1t Brazilian diamonds from the National lviuseum collections were 
included in the corresp·:::ndi.ng groups it those cases where on account 
of colour and luminescence their classification may be considered as 
incontestable (nos. 101, 114, 115, 131 and 141). The colourless stones 
with a blue luminescence still remain ambiguous (nos. 153-162): they 
belong most probably to the type of diamonds with octahedric or rhombo
dodecaihedric habit la (nos. 64-87) but they may also belong to .twin 
concretions according to the spinel law (type 3b, nos. 147-151). Similarly 
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the opaque lozenge from Brazil (no. 163) cannot be . classified with 
certainty. In the present paper these cut diamonds are included only 
because they 'permit to determine more exactly the percentage of lum
inescence types from Brazilian localities. 

The total percent distribution of the individual morphological and lum
inescence types of all the 107 Brazilian diamonds from the- mineralogical 
department of the National Museum, including the specimens from Rio 
Tejuco and Minas Geraes and Bahia, is shown in the attached Table, which 
in quite substantially different from the analogous Tables for South 
African localities. 

The difference consists mainly in the great diversity of luminescence 
types among Brazilian diamonds as compared with thei South African ones, 
particularly 1n the type 1. of diamonds of octahedric, ranging to rhombo
dodecahedric habit. Whereas all the investigated South African diamonds. 
of this type belong to group la, i. e. to colourless or white diamonds 
with blue or inactive luminescence, the majority of Brazilian diamonds. 
belong to group lb, i. e. to coloured diamonds, luminescing with various 
colours. At the same time, the per cent participation of type 1. in relation 
to the other types is practically identical in both of the largest diamond
bearing regions (South Africa 82%, Brazil 77-870/o, including the cut 
stones no. 153-163, which undoubtedly belong here, as well). In the 
final result this difference is manifested by the substantially lower per
centage of blue luminescence with Brazilian diamonds than with the 
South African ones. 

Table 5 

I Luminescence 

I blue _ , ~~~!~ I Y;~l~~- ~ yellow I pink i orange I zonale \inactive 
----

la type 28% I I 3% / 31% 

lbtype ~ 13% 3%~== 14% I 45% 

la+b type 1 % 1 % 
1-----i·-- - --- - - --------- - - - - - - 1-----1 

2. type 1% 1% 
1-----· ------ --------------- - --1-----1 

3a type 4% 4% 
1-----1 - --- - - - - -- ---------

3b type 2% 5% I 3% 

1-4-.-t-yp_e __ ,----~= ---------------__ 1_DJc_o_: ___ 1_o_?6_ 

I 1-----1-------- --- - - - ------ - - - 1-----
2% 2% 

9% 1 1% 10% 

40% 1~ 13% 13%~~~ 23% 100 % 
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Australia (without exact localization) 

No. 164. Perfectly transparent, with only minute yellow t urbidity, 110, irregularly 
developed and rounded. 
Inv. no. 8 size 4 mm. 
FG- A 2 
Luminescence: marked blue 
( Pl. XXXVII. row 1) 

No.l65. Perfectly transparent, with only minute yellow turbidity, 110, very irregu
larly developed and somewhat rounded. 
Inv. no. 8 size 3.5 mm. 
FG- A 2 
Luminescence: marked blue 
( Pl. XXXVII. row 1) 

No. 166. Perfectly transparent, rounded 110 
Inv. no. 8 size 3.5 mm. 
FG- A 2 
Luminescence: blue 
( Pl. XXXVI. row 1) 

No. 167 . .Perfectly transparent 110, irregularly developed, with unclear rounded faces. 
Inv. no. 8 size 3 mm. 
FG- A 2 
Luminescence: blue 
(Pl. XXXVI. row 3) 

No. 168. Transparent, with only very slight yellow turbidity, 110, irregularly elongated 
and markedly rounded. 
lnv. no. 8 size 4 mm. 
FG- A 2 
Luminescence: blue 
(PI. XXXVII. row 2) 

No. 169. Transparent, with only slight yellowish turbidity, 110, irregularly developed, 
with unclear 111 faces. It makes a hemihedric impression. 
Inv. no. 8 size 3.5 mm. 
FG- A 2 
Luminescence: blue 
(PI. XXXVII. row 2) 

No.l70. Perfectly transparent, markedly rounded. irregularly elongat_ed, 110, with 
unclear faces. 
Inv. no. 8 size 4 mm. 
FG- A 2 
Luminescence: weak blue 

~ __ (PL_ XXXVII. row 3) _ __ __ _____ ______ __ _ _ _ __ _ 
No-:-171.- Transparent, with slight turbidity, irregularly developed, tabular crystal, mark

edly rounded, bounded by hardly distinguishable 110 faces. 

No. 172. 

No.l73. 

3* 

Inv. no. 8 size 3.5 mm. 
Luminescence: ·weak blue 
(Pl. XXXVII. row 4) 
Colburless, with only slight yellowish turbidity, tabular crystal, very mark
edly rounded, bounded by hardly distinguishable 110 faces. 
Inv. no. 8 size 4 mm. 
Luminescence: weak blue 
(Pl. XXXVII. row 4) 
Colourless, with only slight yellowish turbidity, bounded by hardly distin
guishable 111 faces. It makes a hemihedric impression. 
Inv. no. 8 size 3.5 mm. 
FG- A 1 
(PI. XXXVII. row 5) 
Luminescence: weak blue 
(Pl. XXXVII. row 5) 
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No. 174. Colourless, vvith on ly s light yellowish turbidity, markedly rounded, irregularly 
elongate d crystal, bounded by unclear 110 faces. 
Inv. no. 8 size 3 mm. 
FG- A 2 
Luminescence : weak blue 
(Pl. XXXVII. row 3) 

Map. 5. The diamond fields of Australia 
(according to B a u er - S c h 1 os s mac h er - 22). 

No. 175. Yellow, very markedly rounded, irregularly developed crystal, bounded by 
hardly distinguishable 110 fac es. with deep corrosion pits. 
Inv. no. 8 size 4 mm. 
FG- A 2 

. Luminescence: weak blue-green 
(Fl. x:xxv ri. row 5) 

No. 176. Yellow, very mark edly rounded, irregularly developed crystal, bounded by 
unclear 110 faces. 
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Jnv. no. 8 size 3.5 mm. 
FG- A 2 
Luminescence: weak blue-green 
(Pl. XXXVII. row 5) 



No. 177. Yellow, markedly rounde d, very irregularly elongate d 110, with corrosion pits. 
Inv. no. 8 size 3 mm. 
FG- A 2 .. 

Luminescence: weak blue-green 
(Pl. XXXVII. row 4) 

No. 178. Honey-coloured, markedly rounded, very irregularly developed 110, unclearly 
d evelope d. 
Inv. no. 8 size 4.5 mm. 
FG- A 2 
Luminescence: w~ak orange 
(Pl. XXXVII. row 2) 

No. 179. Honey-coloured, markedly rounded, somewhat irregularly developed 110, with 
small corrosion pits. 
Inv. no. 8 size 3.5 mm. 
FG- A 2 
Luminescence: weak orang e 
(Pl. XXXVII. fiYvV 6) 

All Australian diamonds (nos. 164-178) belong to the . type 1. of 
diamonds of rhombododecahedric, ranging to octahedric habit and are 
in their morphology, colour and luminescence almost analogous to the 
Brazilian diamonds. Crystals bounded with 110 faces are here again 
completely predominant. Only a single one of the total of 16 crystals has 
predominating octahedric faces (no. 173). The Australian diamonds can 
be divided among the group la (colourless diamonds with blue lum-· 
inescence) and among the group lb (yellow diamonds with blue-green 
or orange luminescence). 

Group la (nos . 164-174) represents the predominant type here as 
contrasted with the Brazilian lo-calities. Among the specimens there are 
only luminescent diamonds; their intensity of luminescence is pro
portional to crystal transparency. No inactive diamonds were found. Thus 
we are dealing here with a complete analogy with the Rio Tejuco locality 
(nos. 57-61), or . possibly with the first type of diamonds from the 
Wesselton Mine (nos. 2-18 ) . . 

Yellow Australian dian1onds of group lb (nos. 173-178) can be-on 
the basis of their colour and luminescence quite clearly divided into pure 
yellow ones with a blue-green luminescence (nos. 175-177) and into honey
coloured ones with orange luminescence (nos. 178, 179):' The former . are 
quite analogous .with the specimens nos. 93-101 fron1 Brazil but there 
is no perfect analogy for the latter. It is of interest to co1npare :them 
again with the morphologically completely different but analogous (in 
their luminescence) diamonds nos. 20-23 (cyclic spinel-law twins from 
the Wesselton Mine), no. 142 (the cubic-habit diamond from Brazil) and 
nos. 143-146 (spinel-law twin concretions from Brazil). All these 
dia1nonds have in comn1on their honey-yellow to yellow-bro·wn colour. 

Australian diamonds of group la and lb are both isometric and 
irregularly developed. There is again no difference in luminescence 
between the · two types of crystal formation. 

The percent distribution, however unsatisfactory it may be the low 
number of cases, is shown in the following Table . 
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Table 6 

I 
Luminescence 

! blue i blue-green j . orange I I ! I 

i 
I I 

1 a type 69% 
I I 69% 

---1 I ~----·----
1 b type 

I 19% I 12% 31% 
-

I I 
~ ------- -- - ---

69% I 19% 12% I 1oo% 
I I 

Summary of ! the results of observation of diamonds from the 
. collections of the mineralogical department of the National Museum. It 

follows from Table 7 that there exist certain relationship between crystal 
morphOilogy · anrt colour of luminescence. ! In the left part of the Table 
there are diamonds from the individual localities divided into individual 
morphological types, in the right part the colour of their luminescence 
is given. 

The diamonds are divided as follows: 
la) diamonds of - octahedric to rhombododecahedric habit, colourless, 

white and bluish; 
lb) diamonds of octahedric to rhombododecahedric habit, coloured; 
2) diamonds of cubic habit; 
3a) colourless twin concretions of diamond crystals according to the 

spinel law; 
3b) coloured twin concretions of diamond crystals according to the spinel 

law; 
3c) cyclic concretions of diamond crystals according to the spinel law; 
4) concretions of two or more crystals without apparent regularity; 
c) carbonados; 
?) cut diamonds which are problematic to classify. 

The following colours of luminescence have been observed : blue, blue
green, yellow-green, yellow, yellow-orange, orange , pink, anomalous ( ?) 
and inactive (0). 

Observation results permit to draw the following conclusions which, 
however, after studying more material from the individual localities can 
be completed ·or possibly corrected: 

1) Colourless, white and bluish diamonds of octahedric to rhombo
dodecahedric habit from all localities have either a blue luminescence 
or are inactive. The relatively rare anomalies in diamond luminescence 
of this type are caused by zonality (2 cases), in other cases the lumin
escence is caused by surface impurities and thus not by true lumin
escence anomalies. The observation of blue luminescence with this type 
of diamtmds is in general agreement with the data given by Soviet authors 
regarding diamonds from Siberian localities. 
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Tabl e 7 

Type I Locality I Luminescence 

I I I l·b I I I I I l·i I· t·l li! I .. I 
<l) 

! I I 
~il.O il.O 

l a lb 2 3a 3c 4 c ? <l) <l) <l) 0 .8 ~~ ~ ,!.<! ? 0 ;::l <l) <l) ::: Q3 o;l ~ 
~ $....! ~ Q) <l.lr-. f-< ·o. ,.0 ilJJ il.OP.., ;>. :>.o 0 

-1- " 
I 

I 1 D lazknvice 1 
-- - ---- -- -- - ---- ------ -

17 1 
vVesselton 13 3 1 Mine 

-- -- ------ -- -- ---- ---- ·------ ----
1 

-- -- - - -- -- - - -- -- ---- - - ---- _ _ j __ - -

4 4 I 
I 

~ ------------ - - -- ---- - - - -- ------

2 2 
-- - - - - -- ------ - - -- -- - - ---------- ----

16 Kimberley 9 1 6 
-- -- -- - -------- ---- -- --- -------- ----

1 1 
-- - - -- -- -- - - ------ -- -- -------- - - --

8 
South 5 1 2 Afrika 

- ---------- - - -- - - - -- - - -- ---- ----

1 1 
-- --~ --~ ------ - -- --------------

2 I 
Llideritz 1 1 Bay 

-- -- - -- -- --
-~--- - ------ - · -- -- ------ - ---

2 Kasai 2 R iver 
---- I 

1 Alaska 1 
- - -- ------------ - - ---- - - -- -- - --

5 
Rio 3 1 1 Tejuco 

- - ---------------- ·-- --------------

1 Minas 1 Ger aes 
---------- - - ---- ------------ ----

1 Bahia 1 
-- - - -- - - -------- - -- - - -- -- -- ----

29 Brazil 27 2 
-------- -- - - ---- ----------------

49 9 14 3 8 15 
---------- - - ---- -- -- ------ - - - - --

1 1 2 
-- - - ---- - - -- ------ - - ---- ----------

4 4 
- - -------------- - -- -- - ·- ------ --

5 3 _!_ 
- - - - -- ---- ------ ---------- --

1 1 
---- ----------- ---- - - ------~- --

I 11 10 1 
------ --~-- ---- ----

2=i= 11 Australie 11 
---- - - -~-- ----

5 3 
-2!614 -5j-3j-2 ---- I 

87 59 11 82 12 14 5 1 1111oT6 38 
I 
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2) Coloured diamonnds of octahedric to rhombododecahedric habit 
usually display a coloured luminescence, more rarely are inactive (brown
red to yellow-brown diamonds) and in only one case (from Ltideritz Bay) 
a blue luminescence was observed. If the actual colour of thi·s type of 
_diamonds is compared with that of their luminescence the following 
relationships result: 

a) golden-yellow diamonds (Ltideritz Bay) display a yellow-green or 
blue luminescence; 

b) lemon-coloured diamond (Bohemia) has a yellow-orange lumin
escence; 

c) honey-coloured diamonds (Australia) have an orange lumines
cence; 

d) yellow diamonds fro.m Belgian Kongo display a pink luminescence, 
those from Brazil a yellow-green, yellow, pink or inactive response, 
those from Australia luminesce with a blue-green colour; 

e) yellow-brown to brown-red diamonds (Brazil) are inactive; 
f) green to yellow-green diamonds (Brazil) have a blue-green to 

yellow~green luminescence; 
g) pink diamonds (Brazil) have a pink luminescence. 

3) Diamonds of cubic habit have probably a co-loured luminescence. 
The yellow luminescence of the green-yellow diamond from the Wesselton 
Mine and the orange , luminescence of the honey-coloured diamond from 
Brazil do not permit, however, to draw any definite conclusions. 

4) Colourless twins of diamond crystals according to the spinel law 
have a blue luminescence and behave thus as the majority of colourless 
simple crystals. 

5) Coloured twins of diamond crystals according to the spinel law 
have probably a coloured luminescence. An orange luminescence was. 
observed with honey-coloured crystals of this type fro-m Brazil. On account 
of the fact that only crystals from a single locality were available no 
definite conclusions may be drawn. -

6) Cyclic twins of diamond crystals according to the spine! law 
probably have a coloured luminescence. An orange luminescence was; 
observed with honey-coloured crystals c.f this type from the Wesselton 
Mine. On account of the fact that here also the specimens available
originated from a single locality no definite conclusio-ns can be made. 

7) Groups of diamond crystals concresced without apparent regul
arity _ probably remain inactive in UV Jight. 

8) Opaque crystals (e . g. bort, carbondo) are always inactiye. 
9) An irregular development of diamcnd crystals, be it in tabular 

or extremely elongated forms along one of the axes, is without effect 
on diamond luminescence. These crystals have an identical luminescence, 
as those with a regular development. 

10) Chaumet's view that the intensity of lurninescence is proportional 
to the purity of diamond crystals has not a general validity. It seems that 
it is valid only for so-me localities (e . g. the Wesseltcn Mine) or for some: 
types of diamond crystals from different localities. 
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Cut diamonds from the State Institute for Precious IVletals. 

It has been said above that there are relatively few publications 
presenting the colour of luminecence in relation to the number of stones 
examined. Besides, the data concerning the colour of luminescence are 
considerably incomplete and the majority of authors are satisfied with 
the statement that a given stone either has or has not a lum.inescence. 

For the purpose of determining the probable distribution of lumin
escence colours the authors did not use the localized diamonds from the 
National Museum collections, as their number (178) did not appear 
sufficient. Therefore diamonds registered within a certain length of time 
by the State Institute for Precious Metals in Prague were used. As these 
were mostly stones of jewel or industrial types it was impossible to 
determine their locality or the origjnal crystal habit. 

A total of 6461 brilliant-cut diamonds, 1581 lozenge-cut diamonds 
and 729 industrial diamonds were measured. With the industrial stones 
and with the true luminescence colour with naked eye. Therefore 
a microscope was used in these disputable cases. Since most of these tiny 
stones formed a part of jewels and industrial tools, the intensity of blue 
luminescence was not distinguished with lozenges and industrial dia
monds. 

A general review of results obtained on measuring luminescence is 
given in Table 8. 

Table 8 

I 
0 

I 
6 I In 

c I N 
I I 

N I 
o; N 

I % I I % I / 0 

B+SB I 1262 
I 19,53 I I 

218 13,79 I 101 I 13,85 
WB I 1085 16,79 I 

I 

I I 
GB I 74 1,15 32 2,02 

_I 
2 0,27 

-

GY 74 1,15 21 1,33 I 1 0,14 

I 
I 1----

0,14 y 22 0,34 28 1,77 I 1 

0 105 1,63 45 2,86 I 2 0,17 
I 

p I 34 0,53 8 0,51 

I 

1 0,14 

R 3 . 0,05 - - - -

I 

I-=-w 3 0,05 - -

I 

-

I 3799 58,78 1225 77,72 I 621 85,19 

s 6461 100,00 1581 !· 100,00 I 729 j 00,00 
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A review of the behaviour of cut diamonds 4n, UV light. 

B -blue 
SB - marked blue 

WB - weak blue 
GB - blue-green 
GY - yellow-green 

Y - yellow 
0 - orange 
P ~pink 

N-

R- red 
W- white 

I - inactive 
S -summary 
C - colour of luminescence 

0 - brillian ts 
6 - lozenges 
In - industrial diamonds 

number 

In the course of the work also the relationship between the colour 
of luminescence and the size of the stone was determined. It was found that 
a higher colour diversity exists among smaller stones. The results are 
summarized in Tables 9 und 10. 

Table 9 

(; I N < 10,005 I 0,005-0,01 I 0,01-0,05 I 0,05-0,1 ' 0,1-0,5 I 0,5-3,5 I > 3,5 

% NI % NI% NI % N I% N \% NI% 
Bt-SB 164 ~ <184 16,74 590 22,49 80 16,77 ~- 26,16 ~:_I i8,17 _· _3 ·~ 

WE 143 13,13 281 16,72 404 15,40 96 20,13 116 25,72 45 36,59 - -

GB 13 1,19 16 0,95 38 1,45 2 0,42 0.67 2 1,63 -

GY 13 1,19 10 0,59 31 1,18 4 0,84 13 2,88 3 2,44 -

0 23 2,11 23 1,38 33 1,26 7 1,46 13 2,88 6 4,87 -

p 0,55 13 0,76 12 0,46 0,67 

-R------ - ; ~--1 --o:w --:-;:-~ -- - 1---:- -----

W 1 0,06 2 0,08 
------------~----

1 - 726 66,67 1057 62,48 1498 57,11 286 59,96 185 41,02 44 i 35,77 2 50,00 

s 110891 10o,oo 116921100,90 1262311oo.oo 1 477 1 1oo.oo 1 451 11oo.oo 1123 11oo,oo 1 6 11oo,oo 
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A review of the behaviour of diamonds of brilliant cut in UV light 
with regard to their size. 

Abbreviations used, as in Table 8. Weight in carats. 



< 0,005 ! 
c 

Tab 1 e 10 

0,005-0,01 

N % 

0,01 - 0,05 

N % N 

0,05 - 0,6 

0 ,' 
/0 N I - ~~-1 

1------'---- ··------'--- - - ----1 

B+SB+WB •
1

' _ _ 1_20-~- 12,~~--11_o_ ' 14,25 I 84 • 14,66 1 _ _ _2 _ _! ___ ~~~ 
GB I 17 I 1,80 I 3 0,38 I 14 i 2,44 I - I -

t--G_Y ____ 

1

j 12 1,27 __ 2_, __ 0-,2-6-~~====5=1 --;;:-8-; -1 o 15,00 

,_Y ____ __ 1._5 _ ___ 1 __ ,5_9 __ , ___ 1 __ , __ o_,_1_3____ 13 ~ --~- ----~-~ 
.I 28 I 2,96 1 0,13 I 18 I 3,14 . - ~--- I 0 

~~--:s-_ -_ -__ -_ -_ ~-~~·. 75: 1 7:::~ 65: s::::- _4_3_:- --7:~~-: I 6o,oo 

945 ! 100,00 I 772 I 100,00 I 573 i 100,00 i 20 I 100,00 

A review of the behaviour of diamonds of lozenge cut and of industrial quality 
in UV light with regard to 'their size. 

Abbreviations used as in Tables 8 and 9. Weights of stones in carats. 
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EXPLANATIONS OF THE TABLES. 

Pl. XXXI. 
Fig. 1. The spectral analysis of the light of a mercury discharge tube Elmed 

Lumina - U with a dark blue filter . 
Fi!,j . 2. The spectral analysis of the light of UV - lamp with Wood's filt er. 

Pl. XXXll. 
Diamond crystal from the diamond fields of Southern Africa inte·rgrown with kimberlite. 

Pl. XXXIII. 
Unique diamond crystal from Kimberley intergrown with kimberlite. 

Pl. XXXIV. 
Row 1 : diamonds nos. 1 (Dlazkovice ), 28 and 32 (Kimberley), 
row 2: diamonds nos. 42 (Kimberley), 52 and 53 (Liideritz Bay), 
row 3: diamonds nos. 54 and 55 (Kasai River) , 63 (Bahia), 

row 4 : diamonds nos . 65, 77 and 78 (Brazil). 

PL XXXV. 
Diamond (bort) from Mmas Geraes intergrown with diamond-bearing 

conglomerate ( cascalho ). 

Pl. XXXVI. 
Diamond crystals f rom the diamond fields of Brazil. (Foto dr. A. Pilat) 

Row 1: diamonds nos. 75, 111, 94 and 76, row 2: diamonds nos. 95, 103, 79 and 98, 
row 3: diamonds nos. 99, 137, 97 and 100, row 4: diamonds nos. 102, 138, 139 and 112, 

row 5: diamonds nos. 113, 80 and 136. 

PI. XXXVII . 
Diamonds crystals from the diamond fields of Australia. (Foto dr. A. Pilat). 
Row 1: diamonds nos. 165, 166 and 164, row 2: diamonds nos . 178, 169 and 168, 
row 3: diamonds nos . 167, 174 and 170, row 4: diamonds nos. 172, 177 and 171, 

row 5: diamonds nos . 175, 173 and 176, row 6: diamond no. 179. 

Pl. XXXVIII.-XL. 
The photographies of loze::]ne-cut diamonds .of various colour of luminescence at different 
exposures simila rly as Raman (5) describes. The' photographies were taken with camera 
Contaflex, negative material Foma 21/10 Din, in UV- light a filter with a film of gelatine 
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impregnated with alcohole solution of esculine was used. 
F ig. 1. The photography in day light. r"rris 11, exp. 1; 5 sec. 
Fig. 2. The photography in UV light. Irris 11, exp. 1; 5 sec. 
Fig. 3. The photography in UV light. Irris 11, exp. l!z sec. 
Fig. 4. The photography in UV light. Irris 11, exp. 1 sec. 
Fig. 5. The photography in UV light . Irris 11, exp. 5 sec. 
Fig. 6. The photography in UV light. Irris 11, exp. 10 sec. 


